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america B C will be welcomed by thousands of latter day
saint readers in it fell gives aa vigorous blow to anthropological
and linguistic orthodoxy by claiming and to some degree demon-
strating that a wide variety of european peoples crossed the atlantic
repeatedly to north america over a period of thousands of years
he pictures discusses and interprets scores of inscriptions and arti-
facts many of which appear to be in languages and scripts related to
hebrew with this kind of content the book Isis sure to interest
some mormon readers but they will do well to consider carefully
its weaknesses as well as its strengths

istheestheIs the book any more reliable than others of this kind which have
periodically made their appearance with the fanfare of ringingtinging
cash registers only to prove full of hokum the answer is yes
while the volume in some ways claims too much is sloppily pre-
sented and lacks the niceties of scholarship it does represent enough
solid research that its effects will be felt among the acknowledged
experts who are totally unprepared for it

fell glosses over his qualifications in his introduction to the
book actuallyactuallyhis his preparation is more solid than he lets on marine
biology is his profession and he is currently at the museum of com-
parativepara tive zoology at harvard but his study of latin and greek in
secondary school in new zealand and gaelic at the university of
edinburgh led to an expanding interest in inscriptions throughout
the mediterranean and via spain into atlantic europe he definitely
has a knack with ancient languages having deciphered for example
the hitherto baffling mohenjodaro script of western india he has
expressed delight in correspondence to me that one of the israeli
scholars recently mistook me for a hebrew on the basis of my
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semitic deciphermentsdecipherments he definitely has the scholarly power to
deal with the inscriptions he has confronted although the burden
of carrying on two careers has led to his cutting corners in the pre-
sentationsen tation of the results of his epigraphical scholarship in the present
volume

since word began to get around a few years ago about fell s

interests and abilities many people have sent him materials and a
few workers have assisted him professionally As a result hebe has a
large collection of inscriptions numbering in the hundreds from
the pacific basin and new world he now claims to have identified
in the american inscriptions no fewer than eleven scripts from
across the atlantic representing at least five languages basque
iberian punic libyan of the semitic family celtic and egyptian
dates for the old world use of the scripts range forward from
800 B c america B C prints many of these inscriptions and his
readings of them it also shows and treats artifacts and sites found
in the united states whose equivalents are associated inin europe with
celtic rituals

some of the most startling items however are long known texts
which fell reexamines he compares a sacred creation chant of the
pima indians recorded authoritatively around 1902 with arabic
with startling results he finds a heavy admixture of libyan in
the language of zuni in new mexico and in one of the most im-
pressive analyses he clearly relates the previouspreviously ly known writing
system of the micmac indians of maine supposed to have been
invented by an early catholic priest among them to egyptian hiera-
tic glyphsglyphis which seem to have been in use in maine before chris-
tianizingtianizing began I1 am assured by colleagues competent in the material
that there is indeed solid substance at this point

among the variety of material fell has brought forward much
is indeed significant and interesting that doesndoean t mean that he
sweeps all opposition in front of him flaws abound documenta-
tion for many assertions is slight or absent some of the inscriptions
are so crude one wonders whether they really are what he claims
his statements about when certain scripts were used are vague and
sometimes inconsistent on point after specific point fell will prob-
ably be rebutted by more conventional and careful scholars

for example on page 283 fell claims that the word for tree
in the wabanakiWabanaki dialect of maine is abassi which is also said to
be a hebrew or phoenician word instead of the normal word for
tree in other algonquian languages across northern north america
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A colleague of mine thoroughly prepared in a number of semitic
languages recognizes no such word in hebrew the nearest being a
term meaning wild grape the author plays fast and loose in other
places too stretching a meaning here or a spelling there this is all
the easier to do since his inscriptions show only consonants and why
refer to african language pages 17890178 90 when surely he must
have had something more concrete in mind still the author has
apparently been unaware of supporting evidence which can be
pointed out in some instances which make his case even stronger

altogether the book is paradoxical the sloppy methods cast
considerable doubt on theduedie significance of what is offered yet every
now and then the work strikes a vein of pure gold the easy way
out would be for critical people to pick at the weaknesses and dismiss
the whole I1 am afraid that is precisely what most professionals will
do particularly since few are prepared in more than one of the disci-
plines involved their lives will be easier for awhile if they do so
but someday in a more sophisticated form these impressive finds
will no doubt be presented with the power they deserve

meanwhile fell has much more information in his files new
libyan material is in his hands which he says is connected with the
enigmatic early hohokam culture of arizona nor does america
B C contain any of hisbis pacific material which seems to show the
presence of semitic speaking voyagers in the pacific islands who
came via the indian ocean in B c times ironically our mormon
tradition about israelites in the islands could prove correct without
reference to the questionable hagothharoth tradition as 1 nephi 224 may
have been trying to tell us all the time

the book of mormon is nowhere mentioned in this volume but
if as I1 expect a good deal of fell s evidence holds up under closer
scrutiny the effect will be felt by latter day saints forinstanceforpor instance if
voyaging across the oceans proves to have been commonplace in
ancient times mormonscormons as well as orthodox archaeologists will need
to do some reinterpreting

fell will no doubt be smsmittenitten vigorously by hostile critics he
and his handful of collaborators are in a vulnerable position profes-
sionallysionally their limited resources could be augmented significantly
by sales of this book mormonscormons who wish to assist one who shares
some of their position in the face of opposition from the professional
establishment could strike a blow by buying this book they may
enjoy it too
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